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TOFU 101
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with Garlic Delight

WHAT'S TOFU?
Tofu is
like cheese. Tofu is coagulated soy
milk that is usually pressed and
comes in blocks.

People love tofu
It's low carb, vegan, cheap, high in
protein, and environmentally
friendly.
Plus, it has superpowers.

How to cook tofu
Bake it
Grill it
Braise it
Boil it
Pan fry it
Deep fry it
Blend it
Steam it

Learn more about tofu.

How to press tofu
Why? Helps tofu get dense and crispy when
frying it.
Press tofu between cutting boards and a few
layers of paper towels with heavy books
Only press block tofu
Learn more about how to press tofu.

How to freeze tofu
Why? Create a spongy, "al dente" texture that
soaks up your marinades and sauces
Freeze tofu in its original packaging. Once
defrosted, slice or cut the tofu into cubes.
Learn more about how to freeze tofu.

How to make tofu crispy
Why? Crispy tofu is crunchy and flavorful
outside, soft and tender inside.
Press tofu or buy super-firm tofu. Dry the
outside and pan fry or deep fry with a neutral oil
with a high smoke point.
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Fruit smoothie
with silken tofu
recipe

SI LKEN TOFU
A jelly-like tofu perfect for baking, a
substitute for dairy, and for enjoying on
its own. Learn more about silken tofu.

Garlic Delighters'
Favorite
tofu recipes
Pan-fried egg tofu
You'll love this easy egg tofu recipe because it's
a super quick. Try this great minimalist intro to
egg tofu, which lets you really taste the egg tofu
flavor.

Get the pan-fried egg tofu recipe.

Tofu, cabbage &
mushroom stir fry
Learn the basics of stir frying with this tofu and
veggies stir-fry recipe. It's an easy and quick
dinner for busy weeknights with substitute ideas.

Get the tofu & veggies stir fry recipe.

Silken tofu with green
onions
This vegan-friendly recipe is simple and quick to
make. You'll love how refreshing it tastes. It's
perfect for summer when you don't want to cook.

Get the silken tofu with green onion recipe.

